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The ethical problems is an important problem in the real estate of  
Xiamen, it not merely concerns persons who is correlated with of numerous 
interests of the enterprise of real estates, And to purchasing and build the 
system of one’s own ethics of enterprise of real estates, make the strategic 
direction of the enterprise clear, Strengthen the cohesiveness of the 
enterprise, thus there is important function in the key competitiveness of 
improving the enterprise. This text will be started with from the ethical 
problems of studying the real estate enterprise of Xiamen, will pass a large 
amount of great cases and facts, Expound the fact ethical problems 
importance in real estate and probe into and break one’s promise between 
question and real estate the dangers of enterprise, And propose improving 
the ethics level tactics and measure of real estate of Xiamen. The full text 
divides into four chapters altogether: 
Chapter one Enterprise ethics is summed up: Explain the meaning and 
characteristic of enterprise ethics, describe ethics and sincere relation, And 
from the function of enterprise ethics and influence power respect, expound 
the fact from theory and practice why study the sincere problem of the 
enterprise of real estates from the angle of ethics.  
Chapter two The particularity of summarizing in development of the real 
estate of Xiamen and ethical problems: Recommend the development of the 
real estate of Xiamen to summarize and analysed the particularity of the 
ethical problems in the real estate. 
  Chapter three The main ethical problems analysis in the real estate of 
Xiamen: Expound the fact Xiamen ethical problems and break one’s 
promise and influence who real estate exist from real estate of various field 
typical cases.  
Chapter four Improve the ethics level tactics and measure of real estate of 
Xiamen : It breaks one’s promise behavior according to above-mentioned all 
respectses propose corresponding countermeasure No. odd. It is the main 
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第一章  企 业 伦 理 概 述 
 
第一节 企业伦理的含义和特征 



















(二)  企业伦理的特征 
企业伦理作为一种规范，具有以下几个特征： 







































































































(三)  房地产企业讲究伦理、诚信经营的具体体现    
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